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Reef architects
Explore the many forms and functions of coral polyps in these stunning macro-photography images

Geosciences tech company awarded $3.8M
The company, cofounded by an MIT-WHOI joint program alum, takes aim at leveraging geothermal energy

360° of Coral Reef Science!
Dive with our WHOI researchers in this 360° interactive video

Watch Ocean Encounters: “Giving reefs a chance”
Coral researchers discuss robots and coral probiotics in the latest episode of WHOI’s virtual series

“Seas the day” with WHOI x World Ocean Day
World Ocean Day may be over, but there’s still time to support crucial ocean science with your gift

WHOI IN THE NEWS

WBUR
Endangered whale numbers may be stabilizing after some bad years, but their future remains uncertain

SMITHSONIAN MAGAZINE
What Are Scientists Learning About the Deepest Diving Creatures in the Ocean?

HAKAI MAGAZINE
Blue Holes Show Hurricane Activity in the Bahamas Is at a Centuries-Long Low

MIT NEWS
Making data visualizations more accessible for blind and low-vision individuals

Where are WHOI Ships Now?

Follow us #WHOI